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Chapter 9.
Scholarship, Science, Simulation,
Scholarly Data Sets,
and Domain Informatics

Figure 9.1: Walt Whitman Digital Archive (just upper portion) (check permission).Sholarship is generally based on thoughtful, systemati investigations. Suh reetion an appearoverly dry but it has a role in ensuring arefully evaluation of omplex issues. It uses a umulativebody of knowledge to develop new interpretations. Content-spei� issues dominate. Siene is oneapproah to sholarship whih we examine in the next setion. Formal information seeking everydayor itizen information seeking. Personal sientists. Data management as a type of library. This is howsoiety aptures knowledge. Institutions for olleting and organizing knowledge. Domain informatis.
9.1. ScholarshipSholarship and siene help get the right answer to diÆult problems. Potentially, it an detet andunderstand broad trends. Both depend on systemati development and management of information.This an be thought of as ritial thinking (5.12.0). Knowledge institutions espeially universities (8.13.2).Although sholarship is often desribed as an ivory tower, it generally does aim to have an impaton soietal issues. STS (9.4.0) and the soial ontext of sholarship. Sholarship often omes withpartiularly high standards for identifying hallenging problems and for evidene that addresses them.
9.1.1. Scholarly Communities and CommunicationSholarship an be solitary but the results of even individual sholarship eventually need to be dis-seminated to the broader ommunity. Indeed, solutions to many omplex issues are probably possibleonly by an ongoing sholarly disourse. Sholarly ommunities are ommunities of pratie (5.8.2). In-deed, beause sholarship emphasizes the value of ideas many sholarly ommunities have a norm ofminimizing other marks of soial status.They are also partiularly information intensive and fous on doumenting their work through sholarlyliterature. The nature of sholarship, that of an empirially based presentation of intelletual work,requires a rigorous presentation and also a relatively free exhange of ideas. The publiation of this work,by institutions both publi and private, is at the same time the ulmination of individual sholarshipand the motor that drives it. Sholarship, be it in siene or the humanities, is a highly ollaborativeendeavor. It is rare (and perhaps impossible) for sholarship to be ompletely new, and to not useassumptions or fats based on the work of past or present olleagues in the �eld. No doument standson its own | it is only by referening the work of others that any validity is onferred. Publishedsholarly work ontains footnotes and itations that link to previous relevant �ndings. Publish orperish.Although the reation of sholarly material may be done alone, when it is ompleted, it is shared with



380 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13a ommunity. In that ommunity, sholarship is a ultural value. Assoiations of sholars are knownas \learned soieties". Sholarly ommunities an uphold ethial and quality standards. They mayenourage data sharing but this must be balaned by onstraints suh as intelletual property rightsand seurity. Sholarly organizations support the values of the profession (5.8.2).Speialized desriptive systems and atalogs.Aademi honesty. One example is plagiarism (5.12.3). Sholars have ethis. These may range fromiting previous researh to not stealing other researher's �ndings.Universities' role as a knowledge institution (8.13.2). Sienti� disiplines have di�erent ultures.
Characteristics of Scholarly PublishingSholarly literature seeks to promote the sholarship of a given �eld. Thus, it needs to be lear andto reet the standards of the sholarly ommunity. Sholarship is umulative; it builds on reordingand sharing previous work. Sholarly publishing is the traditional approah way for sharing knowledge.Thus, there is a yle of prodution and distribution of knowledge. Value proposition in terms ofhow literature supports future researh. One of the main goals of sholarly ativity is to disseminateadvanes in the �eld. Thus, sholarly onferenes and publiations are an integral aspet of sholarship.Reuse of sienti� results.Sholarly artiles are summaries of the major points about researh.Range of types of ommuniation: From lasses to presentations to dissertations to books to researhreports. Aademi libraries (7.2.1).Style: Maximize larity. Avoid philosophy.Even sientists are often less that forthright about admitting the limitations for their researh.These publiations are often distributed as \proeedings" or \ommuniations". to the work of \epis-temi ommunities" [26]. Digital resoures in sholarship. Aademi libraries (7.2.1).Contributions to sholarship should be original work whih make a new ontribution. The data speakfor themselves, the paper should use a neutral tone. For instane, avoid honorary titles. That workwould be published is published in the primary literature.Who owns the opyright and publiation in multiple venues suh as arXiv.orgSholarship and publiation is onfounded with impliations for tenure and job seurity.Standards of authorship. Inlusion as an author implies that the person has made a substantial on-tribution to the work.Expetations for sholarly work to be published. Substantial ontribution, original, novel. Nonetheless,there an be inorret information but repliation of the proedure an detet that.Sienti� ommons. Sienti� soial media. Sholarly annotations. Systemati poliies.Controlling the ommunity of editors to an extent. Published but not peer reviewed. Supportingsholarship with sholarly ommons. Alternatives to peer review suh as ommunity reviews.To a surprising extent, there are di�erenes in the onventions in sholarly ommunities. Physiistsuse online publishing but hemists use journals. There are distint norms within the di�erent sholarlyommunities.Beyond the traditional researh report, there are many other types of sienti� writing. SeondarySholarly Literature magazines, textbooks, enylopedias. As with journalism, for this material, thereputation of the publisher is in seleting quality material even its tehnial ontent is not reviewed
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Figure 9.2: SSRN and arXiv are two well-known pre-print repositories.There are also, unpublished works suh as grant proposals. If publiations are are written for a non-oÆial purpose or destination and not peer reviewed, they are onsidered \gray literature," and arenot aorded as muh trust as peer-reviewed literature.Material whih has not been formally reviewed is known as gray literature although that distintion isbeoming less distint as more publiation options are beoming available.
Scholarly Publishing and Scholarly Digital LibrariesAeptane for publiation onfers status on a publiation as being an important ontribution. Contentseletion is based purely on merit. There should be no �nanial onsideration. If advertising appearsat all, it should be learly separated from the text. These are derived from the ore values of sholarlyommunities. Eletroni resoures may have more impat beause they are more widely available.Prior to publiation most formal sholarly literature is reviewed Or refereed by independent readers.Reviews hek that a sholarly ontribution is made. Fig. 9.3. The most ommon approah is blindreviewing in whih the author is known to the reviewers but the reviewers are not know to the author.In some ases, double-blind reviewing is used. In this tehnique, neither the authors nor the reviewersare supposed to know eah other's identities. However, it is often easy to guess authorship of tehnialwork even if the authors' names are not inluded. Systems to support reviews.
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Figure 9.3: Schematic of a typical peer-review process for a scholarly publication.Trust in a publisher's brand is often a fator in aquisition and use of an information resoure. In abrader sense, the review proess is a system for erti�ation by the sienti� ommunity. It is oftendiÆult to �nd expert reviewers for highly tehnial work beause there are only a few experts. As aresult, the only ompetent reviews are other researhers | the peers of the sholar | so we say thatthe work is be peer reviewed. While there is sometimes ritiism of peer review beause it appearsthat a small lub is rewarding itself, there seems to be no better way to make these deisions. Grouponsensus and gaming detetion mehanisms.HIVE projet [37].
Business Models for Scholarly Publishing and Digital Libraries The business models for sholarly pub-liations are hanging rapidly. Information systems have dramatially hanged the prodution and



382 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13distribution of books. Beause of the osts of prodution have been redued so dramatially that priesare redued. On one hand, sholarly researh is generally reated in response to the expetation thatsholars will ommuniate their researh. On the other hand, its distribution may be restrited byopyright. Open Aess Publishing. Make sholarly, espeially sienti�, reports freely available to thepubli. One example is the Publi Library of Siene (PLOS) whih employs an \author-pays" businessmodel (Fig. 9.4). Earlier, we disussed business models for publishing (8.13.5). Feedbak to publishers forthe design of publiation. DiÆult to evaluate the value of sholarly researh. Information eonomis
(8.13.3). Alternative soures of value from one's knowledge work.
Figure 9.4: The Public Library of Science (PLOS) is an open access collection of medical and biological articles.Evidene for long-term viability of open-aess publiations. Beause sholarly literature supportssholarly ommunities, it an be thought of as a type of knowledge ommons.However, some publishers also require transfer of the opyright from the authors. And, inreasingly,artiles are only available online as part of publisher's digital library. The osts for aess to thoseartiles an be very expensive.Sholarly ommunities and ommunity-run journals. This ollaboration serves to reate an extensiveommunity of pratie, as sholars share ideas, give ommentary, and suggest possibilities for moreresearh. They are also useful for eduation. Publishing authors begin to develop a nihe for themselveswithin their larger �eld. Sometimes that nihe beomes polarized by two vying epistemi ommunitieswith ompeting theories. Other times there is a sort of ommunity onsensus about what lies withinthe norm of urrent thought, with eah publiation building from those that have gone before it. Thisubiquitous and extensive interonnetion of artiles and ideas an provide intriguing insight into a givendisipline or topi.Sholars Workbenh. Query management system.Sholarly ommunities and publiations exist in the ontext of institutions suh as universities andlibraries.Is there a itation advantage for materials whih are published in open aess, online repositories?

9.1.2. Citations and Citation AnalysisSholarship is umulative. Sholarship requires providing evidene for laims. That evidene is providedby itations to prior work.There are many reasons for itations but at some reet the author's deisions about the orientationand emphasis of the researh. Taken olletively, itations aross the works in a �eld an haraterizethe values, inuenes and diretions of that �eld. Analysis of the sholarly literature. It providesontext and ontinuity for new ontributions. It also provides us with a view of ommunity.There is a strong similarity between itations links and Web links (2.6.3).A \itation index" an be partiularly e�etive for researhing a omplex topi | the report ouldlist all studies published in the past two years that ontain a partiular referene. The importane orimpat of an individual work an also be determined by analyzing the number of times it has beenreferened, similar to the ranking of Web pages on the Internet (2.6.3). [80] [18]Citations support literature searhing whih we disussed earlier (3.3.1).



9.1. Scholarship 383Citations are used by authors to indiate the intelletual foundations for sholarship. Citations linksholarly artiles to previously published artiles on related topis. However, the judgment about whatitations to inlude is somewhat subjetive; thus they may reveal something about the proess andlogi of siene. They an show who is publishing in what �elds and reveal ommunities of sholarswho are doing related work. The existene of these ommunities of pratie notable in peer-review.Sholarship is umulative and itations in artiles provide links to douments published in the past.Citations an be an indiation of similarity of douments. A better strategy for analyzing itationsompares works whih are ited together. This provides muh riher data than simple itation analysis[?, ?℄. Another strategy also inludes links among authors. This leads to author o-itation analysis asompared to doument o-itation.
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Figure 9.5: It is helpful to have a measure for how similar two articles are to each other. One way is by analyzing
citation links. One measure is similarity is bibliographic coupling. Article 1 is cited by 3 and 4 so we say that 3 and
4 and similar. Articles 1 and 2 show a co-citation relationship with Article 3 It turns out that the co-citation measure
is better than bibliographic coupling. (under construction)Citation roles and types.Citation analysis looks at the referene lists of published aademi artiles to determine if there areinherent patterns to what is ited, in what subjet area, and with what other referenes. Analysis of thisvariety unovers relationships between whole aademi �elds as well as spei� subjet areas. Citationanalysis is related to bibliometris in that it seeks to quantitatively study a vast bulk of information.Citations and soial networks[81]. Citations may also be used as an indiator of the rih soial networkin siene. Co-authorship as an indiation of ollaboration. Small-world networks for o-authorship.Citation ontext an suggest relevant loal information [66]. Author-topi models.Citations aross disiplines (8.13.2).

Finding Undiscovered Public KnowledgePresumably, there are many important �ndings remaining to be found by ombining knowledge whihis reoded in books and journals. Typially, a researher reates a hypothesis by being familiar with theurrent state of researh in a given area of study. This requires familiarity with the literature. whih inno way exludes the other, is by being familiar with that area's researh literature. The developmentof automated data-mining tehniques has revealed important, but previously unnotied, relationshipsamong onepts. An unsuspeted relationship between magnesium and migraine headahes[76] was de-termined entirely from itation analysis in the literature. This onnetion was on�rmed by subsequentmedial researh. These are bibliographially disonneted literatures.The �rst step ould be identifying important onepts (10.5.3). Without full knowledge extration, wemay still be able to make some useful inferenes from fators suh as patterns of itations. As anexample: Fish oil. Undisovered publi knowledge (Fig. 9.6). If we �nd evidene in the literature whihsuggests that there is an assoiation suh that A auses B and B auses C then we may believe it isworth investigating whether A auses C.
9.1.3. BibliometricsBibliometris is, literally, ounting things about books and other information resoures. It often dealswith harateristis of the authors or publishers. It an inlude ounts suh as irulation for printedmaterials or hits on web pages. Simetirs ((se:simetris)).
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Figure 9.6: There may be “undiscovered public knowledge” can we actually merge facts from one domain into
another. In a classic example, research about the effects of calcium on headaches can be applied to the hypotheses
about the effects of magnesium (which is chemically related to calcium) on headaches. (Magnesium as a calcium
blocker) (check)h-measure.

Figure 9.7: Google Scholar.Measures derived from olletions of itations may have several impliations. For instane they areoften used as indiators of sholarly produtivity and impat. Zipf's Law.Bibliometris is often used to analyze trends within a disipline, or even the emergene of a new �eld.Mining itations.
Impact FactorsImpat fator. Who are the most ommonly ited authors? Bibliometris an also provide measures ofthe ohesion of sholarly ommunities (f.,  A.3.5).Measuring impat of researh with the number of papers whih ite it. Counting itations. Whileitations are generally a positive indiator of quality, they are not satisfatory as a primary indiator.Citation ounts are not very e�etive at prediting Nobel Prize winners among sientists [68]. Indeed,some papers whih turn out to be highly inuential are often not widely ited when they �rst appear.Citation ounts have been proposed as a measure of quality of linking but they are not lear preditors.This raises the broader question of what are valid metris of sholarly ativity.Earlier, we disussed the rate of hange of individual douments. Bibliometris an provide an indiationof the evolution of a sholarly �eld. We may see hanges in itation frequeny. Note the pivot points(Fig. 9.8). Transition points between networks sub-graphs of the network. Rapid development in a�eld and the stability of o-itations [2]. Time-series visualization. Network Visualization. Path�ndernetworks. Citation analysis and topi traking (10.11.2). Burstiness as a sign of the rate of hangein a �eld. Cumulatively, itations should be able to tell us about the intelletual underpinnings of a�eld. Interative visualization tools. Citations an beome symbols for onepts. Visualizations tosupport literature-related disovery.Sholarly journals are the main path for distributing sholarly work. Some sholarly journals on-sistently have more impat than others. With a limited budget, we would prefer to aess thosepubliations with a high impat. We would like indiators of these publiations' impat (Eq. 9.1).While we would hope that journal impat is related to broader soietal impat, that is often not thease.

Journal Impact =
number of citations to the journal from all sources

number of articles published by the journal
(9.1)
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Figure 9.8: Citations networks can provide maps of a scholarly field. Networks of citations can suggest the evolution
of a scholarly field[27]. Here we see clusters of research and transitions to new areas of research. (check permission)Furthermore, there is a dereasing value of journals for a given researher. Bradford's law. It is similarto the PageRank alulations for determining the importane of Web sites (10.10.2).

9.1.4. Research SpaceManaging digital sholarship. Commons.RDF triples for explantions.
9.2. ScienceSiene as a outome or as a proess. Siene is a spei� type of sholarship. Siene developsstatements about entities in the world and relationships among the entities. Furthermore, it appliesspei� riteria to those statements. Statements should be as general as possible but also as simpleas possible. They should also be onsistent with other sienti� statements and falsi�able. Finally,they may be supported by interferene but ultimately by experimental evidene. These propertiesgive siene distintive harateristis. For instane, history also tries to make ausal statements butthere is no way to repliate the phenomena it studies. In addition, the ativity of siene should bedistinguished from the informal use of the tern siene as the theories that have been developed ratherthan about the proess of disovering and modifying them.Values of siene ativity[50]. Enouraging ommuniation of results. Conit of interest. Inreasingly,politiians seem to be manipulating but the publi's pereption of siene and even the reported siene.Siene as pratial art. Siene allows us to manipulate the world.
9.2.1. The Scope of Science

Natural ScienceIn natural siene, it's ommon to assume that the most valid observations are based on our senses.Models are built based on those sensory experienes and ideally, the models are tested by furtherobservation. Thus siene is distinguished from faith whih is not on�rmed by observation. Integralto the \Age of Reason".
Behavioral, and Social Science and HumanitiesNatural siene has been partiularly e�etive in developing models and abstrations for the physialworld. Behavioral siene is based on onsistenies in behavior. It has been less e�etive for desribinghuman soial behavior. As we have disussed, soial phenomena are muh more omplex and adaptive



386 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13than natural systems. Indeed, soial phenomena an be onsidered as an emergent and not readilyderivable from the underlying natural proesses.The value of soial siene in relationship to natural siene is has been the subjet of so-alled \sienewars"[57]. One possibility for soial siene is to develop grounded theories[35] rather than trying to dohypothesis testing. Separation by levels of omplexity. Soial siene has many epiphenomenon. Soialsiene hypotheses sometimes do not allow falsi�ation. Soial siene as understanding the nature andpatterns of omplex soial systems. Nature of soial siene onstruts. Inreasingly, siene inludesunderstanding and modeling omplex systems.Thus, it is muh more diÆult to apture regularities for soial systems. For instane, eonomis issometimes alled a \dismal siene." Certainly, soial ativity appears to be very di�erent from naturalphenomena beause human beings are highly adaptable and often unpreditable. As we have seen,many aspets of soial systems are mutable. There is a debate about whether soial siene shouldattempt to identify isolated ausal fators as ompared to fators whih are part of a broader milieu.Is the notion of ausation in soial siene soially onstruted?Is an empirial soial siene possible? Causation in soial siene[64]. Moreover, its very diÆult to doexperiments in the same ways they are done in natural siene. Soial siene addresses the variability inhuman behavior by trying to fous on those situations in whih human behavior is relatively onsistentand even then by statistial analyses[23]. Thus, explanations of human soial organization need di�erentsorts of models. Typially, soial siene is based on statistial testing.Soial siene desribed with ativity theory. Qualitative researh. Subjetive vs. intersubjetiveevidene.Unlike areas of humanities suh as history (5.13.0), siene depends on the repliability of its e�ets.
9.2.2. Scientific Knowledge: Properties, Laws, and ModelsThere are many ways we know things, suh as listening to others but siene supports a more systematiinvestigation. Perhaps we also develop models of the world (4.4.4). Siene generally tries to developoneptual models of the phenomenon under investigation. A wide variety of phenomena are understudy. For instane, medial siene models omplex proesses and systems. On the other hand,systemati siene-like analysis is applied by detetives. A paradigm is a body of sienti� knowledge,not just one model. Standard theory for siene. Siene as developing new frames.Data - DataAnalysis - HypothesisInstruments6 ConeptualSystem��������9
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Figure 9.9: Many factors contribute to effective scientific inference (adapted from[79]). (check permission)

Scientific Laws and ModelsSiene as developing desriptions about entity lasses. This often means developing models. Modelsare not reality. Sienti� explanations. Disrete or ontinuous models. Entities/Systems and Intera-tions/Proesses.Laws are regularities with a broad appliation pro�le.Aepted sienti� explanations may hange. Isaa Newton's models of gravity were replaed by Ein-stein's (Fig. 9.11) as desribed below.
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Figure 9.10: Two conceptual models of atoms: The Bohr model (left) and the quantum model (right) which is derived
from quantum equations (redraw) (check permission)
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Figure 9.11: Explanatory coherence for Newton’s Laws (from[78]). The set of Laws neatly covers commonly observed
phenomena. (check permission)Models may provide oneptual frameworks and siene depends on developing oneptual models.These are often ausal models. Models are also be useful for formulate new hypotheses (Fig. ??).Desribe the entity lasses and the relationships among them. Theories, Laws, and Models. Conjeture,Hypothesis, Theory, Law, Constants. Not all researh is hypothesis testing. Beause they are at thehighest level, sienti� laws (onstants) do not have an explanation; rather, they are assumed to betrue. Pre-ausal models.Equations and logi as models. For instane, Newton's F=MAProess Models for Siene The development of new sienti� models is a reative ativity. Cognitionand the development of models suh as reasoning by analogy (4.3.4). There has to be a base of knowledgeand experiene in a �eld. In other ases, models develop from a systemati searh for evidene.Redutionism proposes that omplex phenomena an be desribed by appeal to low-level underlyingproesses. A redutionist would explain biology entirely in terms underlying hemial and physialproesses. Redutionism avoids appeals to emergent phenomena. Minimize the number of assumptions.Siene attempts to develop more detailed and also more general models. Siene as sense-making.Inreasingly, rih and inter-related models are preferred over separate, equally adequate models. Thisis a priniple known as Oam's Razor. However, there may be disagreement about what is superuous.Indeed, sienti� paradigms are often omposed of omplex interloking assumptions and there may bean ongoing debate about them.

Scientific ExplanationsExplanation versus modeling versus ausation. Explanation (6.3.4).Abstrations and generalization. Role of ausality in exaplanations. Causation versus mehanisms.Siene explanations as building models for abstrations. Di�erent from explanations of history (11.3.3).Explanations based on laws.Funtional explanations.How do we deide what is pseudosiene?.



388 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Is ausation needed for sienti� explanation? Problem of explanation and quantum theory.Semanti tehnologies are also relevant. Importane of how entities are de�ned and how they relate tomodels. This is seen diretly in taxonomy. Analogial models an be helpful (4.3.4).Hypothesis generation. Undisovered publi knowledge (9.1.2). Mining sholarly literature text anditation linkages.
Causation in Science

9.2.3. Evidence for ScienceWhat is adequate evidene to aept a theory?Examples of aidental disoveries. Even more subtly, we might try to develop metris for the qualityof siene.Experimentation. Antropology. Astronomy,Researh designs versus researh methods. Sienti� researh methods are often aligned with givendisiplines (8.13.2).Sienti� researh reports as reating a researh spae and staking a laim [75]. Siene as dedutionvs as argumentation (6.3.5). There are aspets of both. Operational de�nition. Testable hypotheses.Siene is based on evidene and potentially every sienti� generalization is dison�rmable[58]. Negativeresults. Fasi�ability. How muh evidene is needed to dison�rm espeially if a �nding does not matha popular model. Aeptane requires repliability.Thought experiment. However, ounterfatuals an get onvoluted. For the purposes of developingmodels. Reasoning about expetations. Retrodition.What is a plausible relationship between data and a hypothesis. Depends on the paradigm. Handlinganomalies. Fig. 9.12 X-Y
X
6
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Figure 9.12: Causal model with observations. The observations do not perfectly reflect the actual concepts.Sienti� method. Sienti� indution. Indution and abdution ( A.7.1)/ Abdution, for instane aboutthe fossil reord. Statistial tests of hypotheses.Baon and experiments. Fisher and randomized ontrol.Volunteers olleting observations and networking the results of those observations. Citizen yber-siene.Siene is a human ativity, as suh it is suseptible to human frailty. Sienti� fraud. Systematiattaks siene by publishing and promoting dubious researh.Sienti� explanations. Could something happen versus does it explain a given situation. Amount ofvariane aounted for by an e�etSiene is never settled. What does it mean that a model is aepted. How muh proof is required.Aeptane of some sienti� theories is often a matter of onsensus, sometimes by sienti� reviewpanels, but in other ases it simply the judgment of individuals. Indeed, the norms of siene enouragethe minimization of soial gamesmanship in the interest of letting data stand on its own (9.2.0). Forinstane, the use of honorary titles may be disouraged.
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Using the Scientific LiteratureThis is an aspet of sientist information behavior. Siene and information systems. Tait knowledgein siene (7.3.4). Collaboration among sientists (9.2.3). Sientist's use of journals (9.2.3). Sholars andsientists are demanding users of information resoures. As we have noted, sholarship and sieneare interative ativities. Many sientists spend hours reading [77]. Keeping up with �eld. Examplesof information use (1.4.3). Siene-related information tasks [?℄. Current awareness (2.5.5). There aremarked di�erenes aross disiplines in the patterns of using information.More broadly, supporting disover.Benh siene. Laboratory life[44]. Collaboration in sienti� groups as a ommunity of pratie (5.8.2).Workow in siene. Sienti� proess automation. Virtual laboratories typially provide platforms foraess to data sets and tools often assoiated with those the domain whih the data represent.d
9.2.4. Scientific Collaboration and CommunitiesSiene is a soial ativity in several senses. This is reeted in multi-author and often, multi-institution,publiations. Joint authorship in itations. Co-itation networks may show shools of thought (9.1.2).Sienti� ommunities are a type of sholarly ommunity (9.1.1). Soial struture of siene researh.Distributed researh teams. Aspets of siene ommuniation [45]. Sientists from various �elds di�eronsiderably in their willingness to share data with olleagues.

Scientific CommunitiesDisiplines. Interdisiplinary interfaes.Coneptual revolutions are generally hanges of oneptual frameworks. There often seems to be atipping point where many sientists hange the oneptual models they apply. Suh tipping pointshave been termed paradigm shifts. However, it remain unlear whether suh paradigm shifts are theresult of a rational onsensus, or generational hanges. Indeed, are many ases in whih paradigm shiftsare led by older sientists.Sholarship evolves as new ideas are introdued. In some ases, that evolution seems to be the resultof a paradigm shift [41]. We an see the transitions in the visualization of itation networks. One wayto analyze the patterns is to analyze how sholarship is done. Sienti� thinking evolves. Sometimesrather than gradual hanges, there are dramati paradigm shifts[41]. The shift in physis from the Bohratom to the quantum model. Or the shift of psyhology from �eld theory to omputation models ofognition (4.5.2). Bernoulli priniple and airplane ight. Thinking in physis hanged dramatially fromNewtonian determinism with the aeptane of quantum mehanis whih is probabilisti. Causes ofulers.Sienti� models follow trends in information proessing [25].
Scientific Communication and PublishingThe primary goal of sienti� publishing is the dissemination of �ndings. Siene writing should presenta lear desription of the laims persuasion but maybe this should be viewed as persuasion by logi.All sholarly publiations have standardized disourse strutures, but these are espeially pronounedfor sienti� publiations. Disourse in siene artiles (6.3.2). The most ommon Genre Template isIntrodution, Methods, Results, Disussion (IMRD)[75]. Sienti� argumentation versus dedution andhypothesis testing. Disourse in aademi letures. Researh genres.Funtional units of language and tasks CARS model for introdution to sienti� artiles [?℄. Appliedby the author to persuade the reader. Linking to entities and to models. Module reuse in sienti�publishing. Model-oriented sienti� researh reports [20].



390 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Coordinating voabularies aross disiplines.Sientist's workbenhes. Tools to understand researh fronts. Exploratory searh.
CollaboratoriesResearh groups an be tightly interwoven ollaborative teams. Indeed, the tait knowledge of proe-dures in often diÆult to transplant. It is often most eÆient for a member of the team to move fromto a new laboratory. Exhange of samples, methods, and data among researhers. However, there isalso ompetition.Teams may ollaborate on omplex sienti� problems. Failities whih support ollaboration aresometimes alled ollaboratories (Fig. 9.13).

Figure 9.13: Astrophysics Simulation Collaboratory Portal.

Citizen ScienceCitizen data olletion. Crowdsouring siene. Conern with data quality.sInreased publi information and omputational resoures means that signi�ant data analysis anbe done by itizens. Moreover, individuals may also have strong motivation to ondut researh (forinstane a parent may have a hild with a disease). This gets to the question of who is quali�ed to dosiene. There are issues of the reliability of data and sophistiation of the analyses.
9.3. Measurements and InstrumentationReall that in siene, it's ommon to assume that most valid observations are based on our senses.This is not to say that our senses an't be fooledFor siene and ommere. Testing laboratories. Certi�ation of testing laboratories.
9.3.1. Measuring Things (Metrology)Metrology is the study of making measurements. Aurate measurement is important in areas suh asbusiness and siene. When you buy gasoline or meat at a buther you rely on the sales.Saling ( A.11.2). Auray and preision.Sensors ( A.19.0). Data olletion from instruments and alibration of those instruments to ensure au-ray. Measurements are inherently inexat.Standard weights and measures.Traability.Measurement theory and saling for soial siene.
9.3.2. InstrumentsTehnology has a great e�et on the advanement of siene. Instruments for basi measurements.Should be onsistent aross environments. easy to use. Thermometer. Reord keeping for alibrationsand settings. Soial siene instruments suh as surveys.Role of networking in oordinating data from di�erent instruments.



9.4. Science, Technology, and Society 391The availability of instruments to olletn data in spei� ways helps to shape the fous of researh and,thus, the nature of knowledge. Highly distributed sensors as a new type of measurment instrument.
Figure 9.14: Thermometer (left) and beam balance (right). (check permission)Siene often requires measuring unusual properties in unusual onditions So, speial instruments needto be developed.

Figure 9.15: Advances in instrumentation often lead to advances in science: Mars rover (left) and supercollider
(right). (check permission)Automating exploration of a large spae of parameters.Sensors as instruments.

9.3.3. Laboratory Notebooks and Integrated Research Data M anagementLaboratory notebooks. Notebooks and open notebooks. Tools to help sientists manage their data
(9.6.0). Reords, audits, and preservation. Ensuring patent right. Laboratory notebooks as part of aneology of information genres for sientists.Sienti� workow provenane.Open siene. Open notebook siene Fig. ??. Laboratory notebooks as blogs.
9.4. Science, Technology, and SocietySiene and tehnology interat with soiety. Among other things, siene often studies things whihare soially important. Development of soially important knowledge.
9.4.1. Science and SocietySiene generally serves soial needs. Siene is a soial ativity [28] [45]. Siene and tehnology havetransformed soiety. Boundary between politis and siene. Siene eduation (5.11.5). More than asoio-tehnial system.Soial onstrution of sienti� knowledge.Within sienti� disiplines ad ho groups may emerge to address more spei� issues. These aree�etively ommunities of pratie (5.8.2). they emerge, develop struture, assign roles, and use languagethrough stages [?℄. Mediine.



392 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13What soial strutures lead to the a siene-oriented soiety. The Age of Reason. The Enlightenment.Broader soial value of siene and of the other hand, the problem of not having data available. Howsoial values may determine sienti� frameworks [?℄Soiety and soial siene.Using unsettled siene not only for poliy but also to sway publi opinion.Beause siene an be highly e�etive it an be persuasive. Indeed, we have many alls for \evidene-based" However, the results of siene may take a while to be settled and soial siene results areoften partiularly ontentious. Moreover, individual sienti� results may be grabbed by the media asthough the were settled and widely aepted.
9.4.2. Science and Technology PolicySiene and tehnology are so integral to soiety that siene poliy is developed. Enouraging om-merialization. Ideally, patents (8.2.2) enourage development of ommerially valuable tehnologies.Inubators. Innovation.Images of omputing tehnology. Tehnology and humanity.

Funding for scienceFunding agenies.Report possible onit of interest whih might bais researh outomes. There are a variety of meha-nisms for siene funding and feedbak into soietal needs.There are large di�erenes in funding for di�erent areas of siene. Presumably the funding is prioritizedto soial needs suh as eliminating disease. The funding model should require that the results shouldbe independent of the results obtained. Otherwise, there is a bias and siene loses its value. Somefunding models present hallenges to aademi freedom.Sienti� debates often go on for years without resolution. However, funders would like evidene thattheir money is being spent on areas where progress is being made and where it is able to be made.Siene metris (simetris) attempts to determine the interation of siene and soiety. Measures suhas bibliometri impat fators (9.1.3) and the number of patents to determine the quality of a researhprogram and thus to set overall funding.ICTD (8.9.1). Disruptive tehnologies.On one hand. siene is useful when it helps to resolve poliy debates. On the other hand, it an ofteneasily be distorted when aught in the middle of a politial disussion.Politial and sienti� ontroversies and what researh gets done. Lysenko. There are also manyexamples of sientists who ignore soial pressure.Siene is a soial ativity [46]. Sientists ommuniate sienti� ideas to the publi. Many sienti�areas overlap with poliy. Inreasingly, sientists are being expeted to make omplex assessments ofrisk [54].While many early sientists worked alone with modest funding, some areas of siene require substantialfunding. There are still many areas in whih individuals new ideas and lear thinking an have abig e�et, but there are also areas where large infrastruture is required. Ideally, siene would beindependent of soial pressure but that often does not happen. Big siene. Large projets with manypeople involved. IRB.Soial needs for researh often implies support by publi. Government funding of siene both diretly



9.4. Science, Technology, and Society 393and indiretly. DiÆulty of government funding researh. However, beause government is a funda-mentally politial, there an be diÆulties in government funding siene. Siene funding by industry.For instane, drug ompanies may fund evaluation of the drugs they produe.Researh institutions (8.12.3). Pure researh versus applied researh (Fig. 9.16) [73].Evidene-based initiatives.
Useful

Understanding No Yes

No - Edison

Yes Bohr Pasteur

Figure 9.16: Types of scientific research with examples of practitioners of each. “Pasteur’s quadrant” is applied
research[73].

9.4.3. Public Understanding of SciencePubli understanding of siene (PUS) [15]. Dissemination of sienti� results. Soiety has beomeinreasingly dependent on siene but the publi is poor at evaluating sienti� ontroversies.By the traditional values of siene, a sientist should shun publiity beause it might orrupt theneutral stane toward data. Inreasingly, however, sientists are engaging on poliy issues and someare atively seeking publiity.Popularized soial blogs. Siene is the press. Siene journalism. Publi outreah by siene.As with other literaies (5.12.2), we would like itizens to know the basis of siene and be able to applybasi siene models in everyday ontexts.There are many ompliations in trying to base poliy on sienti� researh that is not settled.Many ontroversies are played out in the press. People often believe results presented in the form ofsiene although the quality ontrols suh as peer review may not be followed. Pseudo-Siene. Thetendeny to believe ausal hains (4.5.0). Belief in UFOs [62].Siene Controversies and the Publi. The sienti� ommunity usually eventually reahes onsensusabout whether to aept evidene. However, there are many sienti� ontroversies whih are beingevaluated in the ourt of publi opinion. These range from evolution, to the auses of global warming.Examples of manipulation of siene on both sides of the global warming debate.
9.4.4. Engineering, Technology, and SocietyTehnology is the appliation of sienti� knowledge to pratial problems. Tehnology made dramatihanges in the living onditions in the Industrial Revolution and that rate of hange ontinues with thedevelopments in information tehnology.

EngineeringEngineering is the appliation of tehnologies for soling problems. Tehnology and engineering are verydi�erent from the sienti� knowledge generation. Engineering as problem solving. Engineering is,typially, very pragmati and outome oriented with an emphasis on ost-minimization. Tehnologyis the appliation of knowledge to pratial needs. Applied siene is often ombined with engineering
(8.12.3). Engineering and design. R&D. Conurrent engineering. Information engineering.DiÆulty of engineering very omplex systems.Large-sale engineering projets suh as the design and development of a new appliane or a newbuilding.
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Figure 9.17: The Imperial Hotel in Tokyo survived a major earthquake because it incorporated adequate knowledge.

Figure 9.18: While Interstate highways have brought many benefits to society, they have also created new problems.
In some places the highways divided neighborhoods. The “BigDig” tried to undo the effects of a major highway
dividing the center of Boston.

TechnologyInfrastruture as tehnology. Developing partial prodution methods based on sienti� �ndings. Teh-nology has provided soiety with a remarkable string of aomplishments. Tehnology is the appliationof sienti� knowledge. Tehnology management. Tehnology and design (3.8.0). Tehnology transfer.Tehnology and soial poliies. Institutions and proedures as tehnologies. Soio-tehnial systems.Tehnology shapes soiety. It is both agent and reipient of pratial ation.Disourse around tehnologies. \Progress is our most important produt".The relationship between tehnology and ulture. From the perspetive of ulture, tehnology is thatwhih disrupts ulture and tradition. There are ertainly soial hanges related to tehnology and, ofourse, tehnology does not always improve people lives.Pasteur's quadrant.Tehnology has sometimes been portrayed as leading to an unalloyed bene�t notion of progress. Whilesiene and tehnology have learly allowed the human population to inrease and for substantialadvanes in human welfare suh as improved health, it not improved living standards for all people.Tehnology as a double-edged sword.Tehnology transfer to business.Polygraph [14]. How muh soial shaping of tehnology is there?
History and Economics of Technology Tehnology and eonomis (8.8.2). Tehnologial developed isgreatly a�eted by the eonomi infrastruture. Clearly a system of intelletual property protetionand enouraging entrepreneurship failitates the development of tehnology. Patents are intended asinentives for tehnologial innovation (8.2.2).Tehnology development. Innovation (8.14.0).
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9.5. SimulationsLarge sale omputer-driven simulations are inreasingly ommon. They are found in sienes suh asastronomy but also in poliy arenas suh eonomis and limate modeling. Indeed, we have enounteredmodels throughout this text (e.g., (1.1.2). Models have representations. Coneptual models (4.4.1).Simulations as information resoures. Simulation doumentation rather than metadata.Here, we fous on the proess of omplex modeling with omputer programs. A model of land usemay foreast the extent of urban sprawl over a ertain period given ertain variables, suh as growthrates, predited eonomi hanges, et. An individual in the speulative real estate business may �ndsuh information useful, should they believe the model to be aurate. Therein lies the diÆulty ofpreditive modeling: we tend to not need preditive models to foreast simple, or easily preditableevents; they are most useful for omplex situations that, by their very nature, are diÆult or impossibleto predit, whether or not we have a modeling program designed to do just that. A simulation then,is the output of the runs with one of the models. Business proess models (8.11.2). Simulation for thepurpose of eduation (serious games) versus entertainment. Models are diÆult to validate aross abroad range of onditions. UML (3.10.2).
Figure 9.19: An adaptive dynamic model. Imagine a system that re-produces a regular pattern (dark line) (repeat
figure)Simulation is generative reprodution. It ats on a model to generate output.Simulation as a thought experiment suggesting what is possible.Simulated interative environments as related to games.

9.5.1. Types of Modeling and SimulationDi�erent types of simulations are used for di�erent purposes. Some types that di�erentiate simulationsare shown in Fig. 9.20. Models are partiularly useful as a representation for information systems (1.1.2).Modeling attempts to develop an aurate desription of omplex plans. That model is often used insimulation.This sort of modeling enables a designer to see the overall piture of a projet, and whether or not itsatis�es its set of requirements before embarking on the time-onsuming task of atually implementingthe design. Mathematial models are more abstrat examples of regular models, in whih mathematialformulas are onstruted to represent what sort of outomes a partiular set of input variables willprodue ( A.10.0). Modeling for deision support servies are partiularly omplex, as they typiallyinvolve many variables in a omplex, or probabilisti senario (3.4.2).System dynamis ( A.10.2).Representations. Mathematial models ( A.10.0).
Dimension Description

interactive / non-interactive Is there user interaction beyond setting the initial conditions?
deterministic / stochastic events Does the simulation follow a set course or is it probabilistic?
discrete-event / continuous systems Does the simulation run from beginning to end or does it pause for input

following each event?

Figure 9.20: Some dimensions of simulations.Finite-element analysis for simulation. Deterministi models. Models that show learning.



396 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Simulations languages and tools. Domain spei�.Non-interative animations ould be implemented as simulations. Fig. 9.21 shows a frame from aomputer generated animation in whih the uid motion of the lothing on a daner is simulated.
Figure 9.21: An animation showing a simulation of clothing and hair moving while the character is dancing[4]. (check
permission)Some stohasti models, suh as limate hange models, prediting earthquakes, and turbulent oware reognized to be extremely diÆult to simulate (9.5.4). In part, this depends on the resolution ofthe alulations, and the probabilisti nature of the system being simulated. These systems annot be\solved," and therefore a simulation is evaluated by how losely it onforms to the analogous proessin the real world. These are said to be model-based simulations; that is, they are based on an existingmodel, though the details and e�ets of simulations run on that model may be unlear. The modelbeomes a metaphor for the simulated system.Simulation-rendering - Alie.Neural networks ( A.11.4).

Procedural Modeling

Agent-Based SimulationsComputer simulations an be onstruted with independent agents. Understanding that many systemsto be modeled involve various disrete elements that interat to reate an overall e�et, agent-basedsimulations attempt to re-reate this senario by onstruting multiple \agents" that at aording topre-de�ned instrutions in response to various stimuli; the net e�et of all individual agents produesthe desired simulation. These are autonomous agents, and their ations are not oordinated by a entralontrol.Multiple-agent, aggregate e�et simulation an be applied to individual agents as well. (7.7.8).
9.5.2. Practicalities of Simulations

Composable and Multiscale SimulationsIdeally, simulations would be salable. As for systems biology. Systems dynamis for supportingmultisale simulation. Many diÆulties of omposable simulations. Creating modular simulations thatwork together. Beause the formatting and language is the same, \omposable simulations" allowmodules to be reused [?℄ and save designers time CAD (8.12.3).Divisible modularity. At di�erent levels, di�erent proesses dominate.Re-use has been emphasized throughout. When models need to be re-used they need to be assembled.Reuse and interoperability. Interoperability of simulations at di�erent levels of details. Composablesimulations an onsist of hierarhial omponents. It is diÆult to develop ross funtionality between



9.5. Simulations 397simulations if the simulations or events to be modeled are of a very di�erent variety.The evaluation of interative simulations is more omplex.Parameters and disruptive events outside the model.
Interactive SimulationsSimulations are often a part of interative virtual environments (11.10.2), and an greatly enhane theirplausibility. Simulations, to be e�etive, often need to be salable, in the sense of added information.New information | whether it be user ations, updated environmental data, or ompletely new variablesor limits | have an e�et on the simulation, and if agents are partiipating, will have an e�et on thatoutome. Interativity adds an external fator { the ations of the user | to simulations.This interativity an be added to simulations in two ways: through feedbak from environmentalsensors, and through user interation.Simulations an be produe information artifats. Another simulation support tool allows the additionof annotations to existing simulations.

9.5.3. Example: Weather and Climate Models
9.5.4. Evaluating SimulationsIt is often helpful to have model for omplex proesses. These produe preditions of omplex behavior.Malthus (Fig. 9.22).

Figure 9.22: Models have been used to make predictions about complex systems such as the use of resources.
Malthus predicted that a population of animals would grow geometrically in the presence of adequate food. However,
a limited food supply may be exhausted and the population will crash. (redraw)However, minute hanges in data and only minor misalulations an lead to massive irregularitiesand inauray when their e�ets are spread aross and entire system. These models predited thedepletion of resoures. Many of these preditions have proven to be unreliable. Complex systems suhas the eonomy and the limate are notoriously diÆult to predit. One notable example is the Clubof Rome report on the e�ets of over-population [49]. They do not inlude the full omplexity of thesevery omplex systems.Indeed, a nearly in�nite number of models an be developed by adding parameters. Thus, we prefermodels with fewer parameters. Free parameters. ( A.10.0). However, we also need to onsider the gener-ality of simulations. One strategy to improve auray in domain-spei� modeling. Over-simpli�ationby inompletely modeling the omplexity of the system. Failure to onsider ritial but hidden fators.There is an ongoing debate about whether limate models inorretly estimate feedbak proesses inthe same way.Climate models are often evaluated by testing seeing how well they predit historial limate hanges.It is often helpful to ouple limate models. That is, to run two di�erent models simultaneously and toombine their preditions. While one model may be getting of trak, it an be stabilized by the othermodel.



398 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Some types of phenomena are famously diÆult to model. The Buttery E�et (9.5.4). illustrates howunpreditable weather an be. Cellular automata. Weather predition. Time-step preditions.

Figure 9.23: Butterfly Effect. (with permission)Some models are so omplex, that it's diÆult to analyze these diretly. Sensitivity analysis for empiri-ally determining the impat of various parameters. How the output of the model is a�ets by di�erentvalues in the inputs to that model. Fig. 9.24. Sensitivity analysis and risk analysis.
Figure 9.24: Sensitivity analysis.

9.6. Scholarly and Scientific Data SetsA lot of data is generated by siene, but there are also massive data sets from many other soures suhas the government, orporations (7.4.1, 7.4.4), and from data suh as personal medial reords (9.9.0). Bigdata sets and mass personalization (4.10.3). Beyond data sets reated spei�ally for sholarship, manyother data sets are used in sholarship.This surge in data is generated by a inreasing array of sensors whih measure attributes suh as light,sound, temperature, and even magneti �elds. These are oupled with the development of data entersand networking for proessing and ommuniating the data. A data set is a olletion of related data.Just as we desribe APIs as a standard interfae for one program to interat with another, we an saythere is an API for data bases. If this is one the Web we might all it a Web Servie. An API an beonsidered a type of representation for the omponent.
Figure 9.25: Visualization and annotation of scientific data sets (from[40]). (check permission)Primary data. Is it reproduible or not.



9.6. Scholarly and Scientific Data Sets 399Big data. Could also inlude big metadata.Standardized metadata systems. Communities whih de�ne their metadata standards. Earthube.Data data model: olletion, deliverable unit, manifestation, �le. For data, preservation an be de�nedas the ability to be reuse.Moreover, data sets may be linked into larger sale data-sets. Tools to support data analysis. Visualanalytis.High-performane information proessing. Solving ertain large sale problems.
9.6.1. Collections of DataA data set in set of observations. It is similar to a work (2.4.3). Not only do they have a onsistentstruture but they are managed muh like library ontent. Should we trust the data in the dataset?Interoperability among di�erent data sets. DiÆulty of interoperability also has poliy and soialorigins.Live data sets may keep hanging. DiÆulties of dynami reords. Do we have to keep all hanges andbe able to reprodue the exat data set on whih a given alulation was ompleted.Data management institutions: FBI and �ngerprints [6].

Figure 9.26: Fingerprint data set.Data grid (7.7.2). Infrastruture for grid.
Figure 9.27: UN data.

Figure 9.28: Sloan Sky Survey.Gigaword orpus, Google Books. Soial media data sets.Data sets for deision making versus data sets for siene.eSiene has an emphasis on large olletions of data. Linking data sets to literature. We onsideredthe oneptual foundations of siene earlier in the hapter. Here, we examine data sets whih areolleted for siene. Separation from hypothesis testing.Standard data sets. Data for future referene - just in ase it's interesting or beause it shows an e�etwe know to be of interest. Referene works (3.3.2). New aess for data sets suh as the Library of Life
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[8]. Data sets whih are high quality may be ited by sientists to help validate a laim based on them.Coordination and preservation of omplex data sets.Many sienes are beoming highly data driven. Collet a lot of data and then analyze it. Reordkeeping (7.4.1).44000 terabytes of NOAA data.Materiality.Referene olletions (7.6.2). Data authors as a type of information professional (5.12.4).Sientists annotation of their own data sets.Sienti� publishing and data sets. Ative publishing. For example, highly fragmented least-publishableunits. Versioning.Observing sientists and their use of metadata. It is not lear who will be doing this work.Mashups for oordinating data from di�erent data sets. This an be viewed as a type of data fusion.Entity authority �le for names of objets in a database.Data sets in the real world are often messy.Data leaning. Data releases. FRBR and data sets.Requires data speialists and extensive domain knowledge.Annotation of data sets. Annotation with SWAN.
Figure 9.29: SWAN annotation ontology. (check permission)

Scientific Data SetsColleting some data without an immediate reason. Extensive Data sets have been fundamental todisoveries suh as Darwin's theory of evolution. Instrumentation whih obtains a lot of data needs tobe followed my systems for the management of that data. Tyo Brahe was able to develop preditiveequations for planetary motion by using the data tables developed by Kepler (Fig. 9.30).Management of sienti� data. Reord keeping is essential for siene.Sensors and the ability to ollet massive data sets makes systemati hypothesis testing less importantand it fundamentally hanges the nature of siene. Still, the key is the interpretation of data ratherthan the olletion of data.Data retrieval from large datasets an be available on the grid. Mining data for researh. Sieneand information systems are beoming more inter-twined. Open notebook siene for on�rming theproedure used to ollet the data sets. Shared data whih an be useful to everyone. History of howa data set has been proessed. Are two data sets related?FRBR for data sets.
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Figure 9.30: Kepler (left) collected extensive data tables about the motion of the planets in the sky which Tyco Brahe
(right) used to formulate equations. (check permission)

Figure 9.31: Research data lifecycle. (redraw) (check permission)
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Figure 9.32: Research data lifecycle. (vs OAIS) Increasingly, also need to support publishing and reuse. (check
permission)Baseline olletions suh as large sets of shells whih in siene museums against whih to gaugeeologial hanges.Interoperability of data sets.Automated �ltering of data sets for low probability events.

Figure 9.33: O-Ring failures. Challenger accident.

9.6.2. Applied Data SetsEarth monitoring. Medial data sets.
9.6.3. Frameworks for Managing Data Sets and Data CurationThere are many similarities between the management of text libraries and data libraries. Data librariesare related to data warehouses (7.4.4). Data arhiving. Linking to publiations, DRYAD. Analogous to



402 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13the approahes for arhives. Data management planning. Coordinating and reoniling metadata and�eld names.Just as poliy was ritial for libraries and arhives, poliy is also entral for frameworks for datamanagement.The olletion and management of data sets suh as ensus, eonomi statistis, labor statistis, geo-graphi data, and sometimes sienti� data is a signi�ant government funtion.At the least, the data should be mahine proessable. This often means it is strutured with XML.
Data SetsData set as a work.What makes a dataset itable. Corpus linguistis.
Errors in Data Sets Outliers. Missing ells. Limits to resolution in measurement auray. Dataleaning.Human-to-human ommuniation around data. Storytelling about data. Data ommunities analogousto doument ommunities (5.8.2).
Data CurationSienti� data use often doesn't math the relational model.Data reuse.Trusted data. Data provenane [65].The intermediate data produts may be aptured.DiÆulties of data analyses aross di�erent levels of a model. Suh multilevel models are ommon inomplex systems.Many information systems need to manage large amounts of numerial data. There's a wide range ofdata sets. Data sets need to be managed as though they are libraries. Data uration is still fundamental.Coordination aross data sets.Data ustodians and data managers.Similar to many of the issues for libraries and arhives (7.5.1). Trusted repositories. Risk analysis forontent. Provides a ost-bene�t advantage.Data uration and data management[53]. Colletion management issues are like those for digital libraries.Quality of the data. Identify new data used in an analysis. Should partial results be kept. In laboratoryresearh, there is a lot of ontrol over the quality of the data.Curating data sets is similar in some ways to olletion management (7.2.2). This inludes onsistentorganizational ommitment and ontinuity. Audit proedures (7.10.2). Seurity, information assurane,history of aess and updates. Audit trails for determining the provenane and quality of data. trakingany hanges that are made.Narrative journalism.Some of this is spei� to siene datasets but other aspets apply to all large datasets. Messy naturaldata sets. (3.9.2). In the sense used here, the urator is like a steward.Semanti Web and ontologies are widely used for desription of data sets. (2.2.2).Representation information
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Data Management Systems and ServicesManaging petabytes (7.7.3) and sale. Some datasets are so large the the annot be run aross distributednetworks. urrent data networks annot handle them. Large sale data ows [21] (Fig. 9.34). We needsystems for aessing large data sets aross the network. The Data Grid ombines features of libraries,arhives, and knowledge management systems. As we saw for those appliations, they an be desribedby the servies they o�er. (7.0.0). Federated data. XML format sports data. Many of the issues wedisussed for ultural arhives (7.5.1). also apply for preservation of data sets. Sneaker net. Movingdata vs. moving omputation to the data. Siene DMZ.Data management plans.

Figure 9.34: Here is a data management map for CLEO which is a high-energy physics project based at Cornell. It
includes hundreds of people and instruments. One of the problems of distributed data management is maintaining
consistency when doing updates [21]. A workflow management system can be used to keep track of complex
processes.Derived data produts.Representing and reasoning about provenane. Grid transations. Events in the user interfae. Proessdoumentation. p-query.Federation of data grids. Coordination of poliies for data grids. Data grid haining.DiÆulty of moving large amounts of data around the data gird. Colleting data from instruments inremote loations. Data enters for sienti� data.Merging results from very di�erent �elds requires both oordination of data sets and also ultimately,oordination of the organizations whih produe the data and analyses. Cyberinfrastruture for siene.Implementing poliies for siene repositories. For instane, this might inlude IRB approval [51].Data synhronization.

Describing Data SetsMetadata and Semanti Web for desribing the ontent of sienti� data sets.Metadata for statistial data. Standard desriptors for similar onepts aross implementations.Interoperability.Classi�ation of statistial data sets.Common information model.Gene ontology, (2.2.2). In some ases, some or all metadata about a digital objet may be lost.



404 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Interonneting data sets with workows.This is partiularly important sine we need to know exatly what is in the data sets.Mahine-proessable metadata.Self-desribing datasets.Data format de�nition language.Metadata for data libraries. Potentially a very large amount of metadata. E�ets of sienti� data setson the way siene gets done. Sienti� metadata evolves.Linking datasets and publiations.
Data PreservationLarge olletions of data may be maintained as data libraries. S.O.A.P. (Seletion, Organization, AessPersistene) priniples should also apply here. Eah domain will have its own spei� data struturesbut the bakground priniples should be the same.Loss of data sets an be very expensive and an set bak researh. It is expensive and sometimesimpossible to rereate sienti� data sets. Colleting and preservation data whih might be usefulsometime in the future. It is espeially worth preserving sienti� data when that data is unique orwhen it is diÆult to reonstrut. Sienti� datasets allow the user to go bak to old data to see whathas been reorded and what it shows. As with other types of digital preservation, formats and metadataare major issues (7.5.5). Preservation institutions and infrastruture. Importane of keeping data in theoriginal format (Fig. 9.33).Some data sets about phenomena suh as reords of earthquakes and volanoes are not reproduible.Partiular preservation of at risk data or data whih would be partiularly diÆult to replae.Trusted data. Data provenane [30].Eonomi models for data olletion and storage.

Figure 9.35: Frame from a reconstructed NASA video of the first step on the moon. The original was lost. (repeat)Preservation data requires that the protools used to generate the data are desribed. Importane ofguaranteeing data quality.Importane of information needs for data libraries. For instane, the astronomers need to be able toompare observations aross time.Federated data. Repositories of government data.Strutured browsing of the ontent of data libraries. For instane, a olletion of data about ship wreksould inlude data sets organized by the omponents of a ship.



9.6. Scholarly and Scientific Data Sets 405. Data doumentation initiative. Reent versions inlude details about the lifeyle and workow.Lifeyle management for datasets. Arhiving data sets. Data preservation. Sets of related materialsfor a ertain objetive. Text douments, images, data. Unlike some arhives, only the values in thedata set are important, the original appearane and format are generally not important. Data liefyleissues in DDI-3.Some data sets suh as those generated for relational databases (3.9.0). Data leaning.
Preserving Workflows and Contexts

9.6.4. Data Rights and Policies
PoliciesAs with other olletions of information resoures, there need to be both legal and institutional poliiesgoverning their use. One laim is that data from researh whih is funded by government grants shouldgenerally be made publily available. Indeed, inreasingly this is part of the terms of awarding a grant.Embargo for use of data olleted by one researher. We have onsidered the basis of reords forommere (7.4.1) but that is often foused on satisfying legal obligations. Here we onsider sienti�and sholarly reords where there would be di�erent types of issues. For instane, sharing data arossa researh ommunity is often a major onsideration.Reognition for the reators of data sets. Issues around open data sets. Con�dentiality in some soialsiene data. Open data sets.` Open-soure Projet for a Network Data Aess Protool standardinterfaes for visualization software. There's a ost to not having open data. Civi data.Data annot be opyrighted; it desribes fats. Rights and responsibilities for data management.Language for speifying onstraints on the use of data.Beyond retaining data from individual experiments. Siene is an aumulation interloking results.Data progresses from olletions of measurements, to edited databases and handbooks, to derivedphysial onstants. The periodi table e�etively summarizes a large amount of data from manyobservations. It is a very e�etive representation.Aggregation of reords from many soures. Re-identi�ation of reords in supposedly anonymized datasets.Data Privay. Corporate reords. Seurity for managing privay. Anonymize data to failitate privay.Substantial privay issues for some data sets.
Data Sharing and Open DataShared raw data sets (9.6.3) an supply more information about publiations, espeially when linkingis provided between data sets and journal literature. Norms aross disiplines for data sharing. Costand business models for data sharing. Time-embargoed on data. Failitating interation amongresearhers. Open mirosopy environment[12]. Tool sets and desktops (3.5.4). Data sharing and sienti�ollaboration (5.3.3). This is similar to the unwillingness of sharing data in organizations whih leadsto silos (7.3.6). Perhaps even mandatory posting of data. Colleting and managing the olletion. Whoontrols data? Open data.Poliies to enourage aess espeially of government data. There ould be onsiderable value in makingdata available. Data praties are human routines organized around data. Sometimes there is rapidsharing or data and in other ases, the data is hoarded. However, there are substantial di�erenes indisiplines about this. Not just open data but follow the open data by open analysis.
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9.6.5. Data Mining, Data Visualization, and Visual Analyti csThe ativity of siene onsists of a set of systemati workows. Siene data ow models. Designof laboratory notebooks should be based on sientists use. The model beomes an artifat showingthe dataow used in a given analysis and an be managed like other information resoures. Indeed,the reliability of laboratory notes needs to be omparable to other trusted arhival materials. Flow ofthe routine data analysis. Workow. Providing an index of ontent, a friendly interfae, and seurity.Workow for the analysis of data. For instane, Kepler workow (Fig. 9.36).

Figure 9.36: The Kepler data management system has a GUI dataflow for science and can provide provenance for
derived data. (Workflow only. check permission)Fig. 9.37 [16].

Figure 9.37: Many-Eyes community data analysis. (blogging based around visualization tools)Complex deision support (3.4.2).Exploratory data analysis.Large data sets an be extremely rih soures of information. Thus, their exploration and extrationof information from them is atively pursued.Determining semanti struture of data sets. For instane, \data detetors".Information visualization (11.2.5) emphasizes quantitative relationships in data. However, we an alsoonsider displays of quantitative, numerial relationships. Beause this is often assoiated with sienti�researh, this is often alled \sienti� visualization". This often allows for ontrolling perspetive andoordinates. Data may also be presented with animated visualization. For instane, partile urriesidentify on a sample of exemplary partiles. The motion of typial partiles an illustrate omplexbehavior suh as ow through a blood vessel (Fig. 9.38). Data analysis environments versus workows.These ould, for instane, support deision making with DSSs (3.4.2).Data analysis from seured data sets. For instane, maintain privay.Data analysis environments and workow. Limitations of visualization.Data behaviors as a type of information behavior. Query previews (3.9.2).
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Figure 9.38: The flow of red and white blood cells can be illustrated with animations of particle flurries[13]. (check
permission)There are many possible appliations: Visualization and statistial analyses. Clustering. Data ware-housing. Information fusion (9.6.5). Visual analytis uses visualization to support analyses. Visualizationdata in a shemati of the environment from whih the data was drawn.Collaborative visualization. A visualization an serve as a onversational artifat. Virtual observatories.However, there is mixed evidene about whether visualization is atually superior to other interfaesfor information presentation.Information fusion is ombining evidene from many soures. For instane, from sensors, reports byhumans, and historial knowledge.Data mining. Privay preserving data mining.Data narratives.Sensors in the name of siene. Changes the way people do siene and greater value in the analysisthan in the olletion of data. Need to reward olletion.

9.7. Mathematics, Statisitics, and LogicAlthough mathematis is generally paired with siene, it is quite di�erent. It an be quite abstratand in that sense, it seems far removed from typial information systems. The riterion for aeptaneof a mathematial priniple is onsisteny with the rest of the system of expressions. Mathematis isuseful for siene beause mathematis failitates the abstration of some types of proesses. Mathan be thought of as a olletion of languages. Mathematial knowledge and axioms[42]. Working withmath [43]. Godel [36]. Teahing math (5.11.5).Numeray. Cognition and numbers [31]. Reasoning about probability (4.3.4). Clearly, math needs to bebroadly de�ned to inlude statistis and probabilities.Logi ( A.7.0)

9.7.1. Mathematics and Logic as Frameworks for Representat ionsMathematis has been desribed as exploring the \relationship of relationships" [55]. Abstrat proe-dures. State models and disrete math. The nature of mathematial proof.Math as abstration. Branhes of mathematis: Topology, Graph Theory, Algebras.Library of mathematis [29]. Cohereny of mathematis. Proof development systems. Mathematialproof and ertainty of knowledge.Geometri objets as ideal forms.
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9.7.2. Structure of Mathematical Expressions and Mathemat ics MarkupLanguages of mathematis. Geometry as a visual language. Equations in text suh as (a + b)2 an bepresented with an extension of XML known as MathML [10]. As shown in Fig. 9.39, the format an beseparated from semantis. Parsing equations.

<msup> <apply>
<mfenced> <power/>

<mi>a</mi> <apply>
<mo>+</mo> <plus/>
<mi>b</mi> <ci>a</ci>

</mfenced> <ci>b</ci>
<mn>2</mn> </apply>

</msup> <cn>2</cn>
</apply>

Figure 9.39: MathML presentation format specification (left) and content format (right) for (a + b)2.

9.7.3. Mathematical Argumentation
9.7.4. Automated Theorem ProvingLogial operations.Proof veri�ation.

Figure 9.40: Automated theorem proving.

9.7.5. Other Math Processing TasksStrutured math douments suh as math pratie sheets.Math searhing [11]. Can I get the derivative of 1
ex Math desriptive metadata.

9.7.6. StatisticsExploratory Data Analysis.
9.8. Science and Informatics
9.8.1. Biology as an Information Science

“...modern biology has evolved into a science of information,” – David BaltimoreThere are several senses in whih biology is an information siene. Taxonomi lassi�ation has beenan important theme for many years. Taxonomy based on evolution rather than, say, on struture.There is a greater awareness of DNA as a representation. Biologial systems have representationswhih model they world. Their representations are biologial proesses. While DNA represents theinformation neessary for making life is lear, the proesses by whih that representation gets expressedare also integral. Information polymers: DNA, RNA, proteins, and arbohydrates.Biologially inspired systems. Geneti algorithms ( A.11.6).



9.8. Science and Informatics 409Issues of representation are essential for biology. Bioinformatis. How do organisms grow and reproduethemselves. Partly the DNA but the entire ontext. Data management of biologial data. Enylopediaof life. iPlant. Brain siene ( A.12.2). Spore is a game whih simulates biologial proesses (Fig. 9.41).Intelletual property issues for geneti modi�ations (8.2.2).
Figure 9.41: Natural computing. (check permission)

Naming and Classifying Living ThingsSine the time of the great Swedish taxonomist, Linnaeus, taxonomies and lassi�ation have beenfundamental to biologial [70]. Categorization and lassi�ation (2.1.2). As with other lassi�ationsystems, there are problems with the de�nition of the attributes on whih the lassi�ation is based.In the ase of biologial lassi�ation one question is what exatly is a speies [82].Biologial taxonomies. Versus, say, agriultural taxonomies.Originally based on physial strutures and now similarity of DNA and, for that, models of likelyevolution.SuperTrees [9] (Fig. 9.42).
Figure 9.42: SuperTrees are cluster diagrams which try to link a very large number species[9].

Genomics and ProteomicsDNA arries the information essential for life. In e�et, DNA is the representation of the organismthough omplex proesses are required for expression of that representation.Genome sequening. Human DNA is 99.9% similar; 0.1% di�erene.Diseases determined by mutations. Analyzing the funtion of gene sequenes. HMMs for gene se-quenes.Gene ontology. Dimensions of gene ativity. Funtion, Gene annotation and entities [47]. This is anexample of a ollaborative information resoure. Evidene odes. Re-sequening.Interestingly, the sequene of odes in DNA hains and proteins an be examined with some of thesame tehniques that we use for text retrieval. For instane, we may want to math a fragment of DNA
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Figure 9.43: Gene ontology. (repeat figure)to �nd the sequene where it belongs. Also, uses for proteins analysis. From DNA sequenes to the3-D struture of a protein is diÆult. Protein folding.
Figure 9.44: Fold-it is a crowd-sourced puzzle for solving the complexitiies of protein folding (from [?]) (check
permission)Searhing Sequenes with BLAST (Basi Loal Alignment Searh Tool) searh aligns sequenes. Thismakes DNA sequening possible. Mathing amino aid sequenes in proteins.

MKLLQRGVALALLTTFTKASETALA

Figure 9.45: Fragment of an amino acid sequence in a protein.Protein shape searhing in drug development.Translational mediine - from siene to linial impat.Patents may be given, for genetially, modi�ed rops.Control of Gene Expression Design ontrol in biologial systems.Personalized medial treatment by understanding individual gene sequenes.Geneti testing and personal genomis. Personal DNA sreening. Geneti testing is a preditor of a



9.9. Medical, Clinical, and Health-Care Informatics 411person's health. It an lead to personalized mediines, health insurane, Personal knowledge aboutgeneti onditions. There an be diÆult deisions about having hildren with knowledge of genetionditions. These tests raise ethial and privay issues[5] Large data sets of personal geneti informationare needed for researh but are prone to privay problems. (8.3.1).
Models of Biological Processes and Learning in Biological SystemsSystems biology explores how the omponents work together. Organisms an be onsidered as theomplex ombination of many interating omponents. We an onsider them as systems. Thus, some ofthe same tools we use for modeling information systems may be applied to modeling biologial systems.For instane, biologial systems may be modeled with UML (3.10.2)[33] (Fig. 9.46). Furthermore, we anuse visualization to explore these models. This model ould then be used to do the drug personalization.Semanti systems biology.

Figure 9.46: UML for systems biology. The transitions between molecules in a chemical pathway (left) can be
modeled as states in a statechart (right). Specifically, the pathways of cyclin-dependent Cdk2 kinase are shown [?].
(check permission)Evolutionary game theory.Simulations and systems biology. In some ases, UML (3.10.2) is used for these simulations.Learning is an aspet of information systems and we see learning in biologial systems. The primaryrepresentation is DNA. Survival of the �ttest. The speies is an adaptive unit. Evolution of altruism.Evolution and game theory [56]. Cost-bene�t ratio times the number of links.

B/C ∗ K (9.2)Geneti algorithms ( A.11.6) are a type of mahine learning. Natural Computing. Evolutionary systems.
9.8.2. CheminformaticsJust as lassi�ation has been a ornerstone of biology, it has also been entral to hemistry. Thedevelopment of the periodial table of the elements was a major advane. Inreasingly oordinatedwith biologial informatis.
9.8.3. Other SciencesGeology. Astronomy. Eonomis. Arhaeology as a spatial sienti� and ultural siene.
9.9. Medical, Clinical, and Health-Care InformaticsMediine and health-are are information and inferene intensive. These issues range from priniples ofmediine, to the management of the entire health system, to the linial treatment of individuals andpatient involvement in deision making and Mediine employs many of the information managementtehniques we have explored. Many of these points eho disussions we have had elsewhere. Healthare is information intensive. Thus, there are issues related to deision support, semantis, and datamanagement.



412 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Mediine would seem to be an area where progress is hard to argue with. Life spans have beeninreasing steadily. Translational mediine attempts tehnology transfer for medial disoveries. Thatis, it attempts to failitate moving good ideas from the laboratory to pratie.
9.9.1. Medical Concepts, Research, Scholarship, and Teach ingSholarly publishing (9.1.1) for mediine. Medial sholarship. PubMed. Disease database. Low reallfor physiian information seeking [24].Automati monitoring of patients with semi-intelligent devies.Open-Soure Medial Researh.Over the years, many di�erent medial desription languages have been developed. Reently, many ofthe omponents of those languages have been uni�ed into a single system, the Uni�ed Medial LanguageSystem (UMLS). UMLS has attempted to reate a umbrella whih enompasses the di�erent domainsof mediine but it is unlear if it aomplishes that. Ontologies (2.2.2). UMLS is omposed of three mainparts: a semanti network, a lexion, and a thesaurus, whih ombine knowledge representation withsubjet lassi�ation systems. From these omponents, UMLS has developed a framework desribingthe medial literature based on the onepts it ontains. While medial publiations are relativelyformal, as with any natural-language desriptions, the onepts may be desribed with several di�erentwords. Indeed, eah of those lexial units uses di�erent string units. Fig. 9.47 illustrates the relationshipof some of these onepts. UMLS has many appliations; for instane, it is a type of query reformulation
(10.7.2) with di�erent terms. This is a relatively well-de�ned ontology but as we have noted for otherattempts to exatly speify onepts (1.1.4) and to develop ontrolled voabularies (2.5.3), here are stillmany vague terms.

Medical SearchingUse of medial literature (9.9.2). Medial question answering. The patients other have a lot of anxietyabout their medial problems. Medial searhing searh engine as a speialized searh. Evidene-basedmediine (9.9.2). Clinial outomes researh. Charateristis of di�erent searhes.Semanti types in UMLS. Text proessing of medial ontent.DiÆulties of onsisteny in UMLS [?℄.
String (SUI) Lexical (LUI) Concept (CUI)

S0016668 L0004238 C0004238
Atrial fibrillation Atrial fibrillation Atrial fibrillation
S0016669 Artrial fibrillations Artrial fibrillations
Artrial fibrillations
S0016899 L0004327 Auricular fibrillation
Auricular fibrillations Auricular fibrillation Auricular fibrillation
S0016900 Auricular fibrillations
Auricular fibrillations

Figure 9.47: There are different levels of description. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) defines
String variants (SUI), Lexical variants (LUI), and Conceptual Units (CUI). One concept, (C0004238), is expressed
with several terms (L0004238 and L0004237) and each of those terms has several strings (S0016668, S0016669,
S0016899, S0016900)[39]. (check permission)Visualizations suh as partile urries (11.2.5). Augmented realities.X-ray image proessing. Indexing ell lines. Organizing information to protet meat supplies.Medial training and medial simulation. Fig. 9.48 Humanoid robots may also be used for medialsimulations.
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Figure 9.48: An example of simulation for medical education. (check permission)

9.9.2. Clinical Health-Care InformaticsInformation systems are being applied in mediine in many ways.Deompose the omplex ativities into workows. Many types of information are needed to makee�etive medial deisions. Information about the patients' ondition and prior medial interventions.However, this is often not available.Small searh tasks in everyday ativities. Selet from many alternatives. Many reports.Hospital. Dotors rarely have all of the information they need about patients when interviewing them.Major information management onstraints. Siloed information organization. Supporting diagnosisand deision making. Supporting ollaboration in medial settings.Surgial workows.Safety and error prevention.Care assistant.
Medical Diagnosis and Decision MakingDiagnosis is part lassi�ation and part ausal modeling (4.4.5). Dotors [7]. Medial diagnosis an bepartiularly hallenging to beause of the omplexity of the human body. There many di�erent waysthat medial symptoms an manifest themselves and there is the possibility that there an be multiplediseases.Making deisions about individual ases. Medial inferene systems. Diagnosis and treatment deisionsabout individuals.Evaluation with positive preditive value whih is similar to the notion of preision for evaluating searhperformane. Fig. 9.49

Actual Condition
Yes No Total

Diagnosis Yes 10 10 20
No 20 60 80

Total 30 70 100

Figure 9.49: The positive predictive value is the value of a diagnostic test.Nosology is the lassi�ation of diseases. Espeially ontentious with respet to onepts related tomental health.LOOK-DECIDE-DO There are many devies for information delivery suh as PDAs. Consider the



414 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13information needs of health professionals in an emergeny room. Complex data and a stressful envi-ronment.Medial deision support systems for making medial deisions. Clinial deision support systems. Aswith other deision support systems, the data presentation should be easy to understand. Computer-supported diagnosis helps to minimize errors from ognitive load. Medial diagnosis as ultural phe-nomenon. Low ost wide-spready medial testing. Diagnosis for all. Networked ommuniation tosupport simple medial diagnostis. ICTD. Best praties for health are in a risis.Managing treatment. However, devies may a�et physiian workow and this beomes an obstale totheir aeptane. Current versions often fail to take ontextual fators into onsideration.
Evidence in Medicine and Evidence-Based MedicineThere is often a substantial gap between researh �ndings and appliations of medial treatments.Medial treatments should be based on the latest �nding but that often doesn't happen; that is, weshould have Evidene-Based Mediine (EBM). There are several reasons for this gap. Dotors don'tknow all the latest researh in every �eld and even if they do researh on those �nding, the researhresults are not readily aessible. Speed the time from literature to pratie, a type of tehnologytransfer. Making the literature learer with narrative and systemati reviews. Also with struturedabstrats whih highlight dimensions whih are partiularly relevant to medial treatments. Rely lesson human judgment whih is often fallible.Stepping further bak, we an ask what is evidene in mediine. There is a lot of medial researh butthere also seem to be a lot of ontraditory results. It is relatively easy to obtain orrelational databut it is harder to do experiments. Randomized linial trials (RCTs) provide stronger evidene thanorrelational studies. Generates large data sets.
Designing Medical Work EnvironmentsCollaboration of a medial team in the trauma enter. Soial struture and ommuniation of medialdelivery teams.
Information in Health-Care DeliveryInformation is essential in the health-are delivery environment. Hospitals are at one highly omplex,highly traditional, and data-rih. Hospitals are among information institutions invented. Physiian-order entry systems { for managing treatment. Management of osts. E�etive outomes. RFID.Sensor monitoring of health-are proedures and treatments. Information for preventative mediine.Health gaming.Medial images (e.g., Fig. 9.50) are very di�erent from pitures of your vaation. Radiologial imagesare often diÆult to deipher And may require pattern reognition approahes suh neural networkshave been used for detetion of tumors. Medial image modeling. Computational anatomy [3].Teleradiology. Colletions of digital images will have high spae and network requirements.
Patient Information BehaviorSelf-diagnosis. Hyperondira. Cyber-ondria. Consumer health voabularies.Issues for deision making. It is often diÆult for a patient to understand all the impliations of varioustreatment options. In some ases, it may be easier to have a physiian or soial worker talk throughthe hoies and provide advie. Shared deision making (SDM) between patient and physiian. Likeother deisions, this will inlude information olletion. Patient deision making.Problem of patient onlusions. Quakery. Laetrile.Online patient support group.
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Figure 9.50: CT scan image.Inreasingly, patients are aessing online information resoures to try understand their own medialonditions. Consumer health information. How itizens aquire medial information [22].
Information for PatientsDotor-patient interation (6.4.3). Patients will use olloquial language and may attend to unimportantdetails about their medial ondition. Patient's desriptions of their symptoms and omplaints. Tellingthe story of your medial history.One way of struturing information about a patient is with \PICO" questions. These are: PatientProblem, Intervention, Comparison, Outome.So alled, information presriptions ask the patient to explore the impliations of a ondition or rangeof treatment options. Making health materials easy for patients to understand. Personalized healthare bene�ts from extensive personal health reords.Tools to support dotor's ommuniating of information to patients. Information for hospital patients(Fig. 9.51).

Figure 9.51: Prototype display of patient notices[52]. (check permission)

Decisions about TreatmentsLike other types of medial deision making there must be estimates of risks and risk management
(7.10.3). Patient deisions about treatment options, about lifestyle hoies.Soial networks and the di�usion of medial information (5.1.3). Soial links seem to a�et mediallysigni�ant behavior.
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Supporting Physican ActivitiesCoordination in hospital team work. Compliations of a ontinually hanging situation. Support forpatient health are management. Management of hroni diseases.
9.9.3. Medical RecordsHospitals have a very omplex organizational struture. There are many formalized roles. Enourag-ing transpareny about health-are osts. We have already seen a wide range of information systeminteration in institutional dialogs (6.4.3). These are soio-tehnial system. Related to other eletronireords (7.4.1).

Personal and Patient Health RecordsThe potentially exibility and auray of medial reords. Improving health-are with informationtehnology. Potentially, there would be a great deal of bene�t from being able to aess ompletereords about a patient. This is a speial ase of the management of eletroni reords (7.4.1). Keepingpatient reords have the potential to improve the quality of health-are delivery. However, the massiveonversion osts are substantial. The requirements are diÆult suh as handling insurane laims.Universal eletroni patient reords. Many solutions have been proposed. Perhaps simple reords arebetter than overly omplex reords. A more limited version is the reords we �nd in an organization.Patient reords in a hospital. Health insurane forms. Google healthVault. Personal reording ofinformation. Paper hart for traditional medial reords. Conversion of paper-based linial medialreords.Eletroni health reords (EHR) and personal health reords (PHR). Health Level 7 is an XML-basedstandard for exhange of health information. There are many di�erent layers of reords whih ouldbe inorporated suh as lab reports, presriptions, treatment reords. Conversion of paper reords toeletroni reords. Medial data odes involve lassi�ation of medial onditions (2.1.2)whih an beuseful for publi health.Beyond patients: Sta� and stu�. Logistis (8.12.1). Equipment, business end, insurane/billing. Ele-troni Medial Reords (EMR). Usability of health reords. Adoption of health information systemsby hospitals. EMR data enters and hospital information systems.There are many diÆulties in implementing them. It is important for people to have reords of theirmedial ondition. Dotors information needs are relatively well served by existing approahes. Medialprivay issues are often an extreme onern (8.3.1). However, there are many di�erent types of infor-mation and strong requirements for privay that developing a standard has proven extremely diÆult.Broader ethial questions suh as releasing information about people's geneti dispositions. There arealso, many ompliations to allowing medial reords to be disseminated. This inludes establishingpoliies and workows for managing the data. Medial information poliy. Suh as HIPAA privaypoliy. Implementing HIPAA poliies. These reords have severe privay issues. DiÆulties of datamining the results given the privay onstraints. Legal issues for reords, not just privay. Liabilityand medial reords. Seurity breahes. Ease of aess.Mining the data has the potential to greatly improve health. What's more, ombing reords of familymembers, or by ensus data has the potential to detet important health trends. Soial determinantsof health. Soial networks and risky health ativities.Standardized indexing and organizing information are ruial to the e�etive reords. Controlled vo-abularies for spei�ation of patient information. Use of UMLS and patient health reords (PHR).While medial onepts an be relatively leanly de�ned in the researh literature, it is far more diÆultto do that in the everyday diagnosis.Letting people view and orret their own health reords.
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Figure 9.52: HL7 health information environment which is centered around the Electronic Health Record (EHR)[1].
(check permission) (simplify) (redraw)

9.9.4. Public Health Information and Public Awareness of He alth InformationAnalysis of population trends and preautions. How do people adjust to hanging reommendationsabout treatments. Promoting health. Enouraging health literay. Health are information aess bythe publi. Developing a system that would be useful in deteting inuenza outbreaks based on searhharateristis.Publi health data sets.Data olletions from linial soures. Disease informatis. Epidemiology suh as for SARS and birdu. Data analysis. Models of infetious disease spread.Flu Trends. Prediting u epidemis from searh engine trend data. Privay issues (8.3.1).
Deployment of Health-Care Information SystemsThere are many promises of information systems in mediine but there are also many diÆulties forthat. Given the omplexity of hospitals and other health-are situations it shouldn't be surprising thatthey have many of the problems we desribed earlier for other types of organizations.Several distint users. Physiians, Nurses, Patients, Administrators. Use ases and the diÆultiesof the distint user groups. For instane, physiians generally do not like to enter information intostrutured forms.Cost of health-are information systems.Failures of health-are information systems. [63].

9.10. Spatio-Temporal Information SystemsRepresentations and data models for time and spae. Spatial information systems desribe the prop-erties of objets in spae suh as geospatial relationships representing 3-D spaes, 3-D objets andenvironments (11.8.1). In these systems, one an interat with physial objets and their representationin spae. The primary role of the representations is to refer to the loation of objets in the physialworld. One an observe the relative loations of parts of the body.



418 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Spatial analysis. Optimization for spatial data. For instane, where are best plaes to position �restations. Coverage models.Loative media. Inorporating loation information into other servies.
9.10.1. Varieties of Spatial Information SystemsThe most typial spatial information systems are geographi (or geo-spatial) information systems (GIS),whih show spatial relationships of the earth. However, there are other types of spatial informationand these are often available from information systems. It is possible to explore virtual environmentsfor arhiteture. This allows arhitets and their lients to understand what a building will look likebefore it is built. Urban modeling suh as knowing the layout of buildings.There are many di�erent appliations beyond traditional geographi information, inluding astronom-ial star harts. And there are other systems in whih geo-referened data may be inluded; oeano-graphi and atmospheri systems are data libraries (9.6.3). Systems also di�er in how they presentspae and in the level of interativity they allow. Models may have metri versus non-metri spatialrelationships and they may assume 2D GIS models or 3-D GIS models. Spatial environmental models(Fig. 9.53). Standardized metadata systems.

Figure 9.53: Maps as data sets[60]. Here, we see Lewis and Clark’s route overlaid on a historical map. (check
permission)Geooding. Map projetions and onsistent frameworks for mathing points.Overlaying GIS data sets with maps[60]. Data sets (9.6.0). Maps as representations, indeed visualizations,of shematis. Spatial humanities.Inferring 3-D from photos. PhotoCity.Panorami views of streets.GIS and epidemiology and riminal justie.Loation tehnologies and loation analytis. Eah map searh tells a great deal about that personabout the person Who does the searh. Similarly, knowing the oordinates of a user's mobile devie tellsa lot. Landsape modeling. Stories and memories assoiated with land and the physial environment.Coordinating GIS searh with general knowledge about a user's interest.3-D reonstrutions from historial videos of plaes ould be useful as a omponent of history eduation.Stories (6.3.6)related to loations.Loation models. Roles of maps in games. Mirror worlds and the metaverse.
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Figure 9.54: Policy map.

9.10.2. Geospatial DataData management issues (9.6.3). Histori real estate maps. The ambiguity of geo-spatial objets. Geo-graphi data siene.Inorporating other models into the GIS. For instane, hydrologial modeling of water ow ombinedwith landuse.Geography data sets an serve as a struture around whih other data an be organized; GIS data anbe used for visualization (11.2.5). There are many examples of suh geo-referened data sets. Otherdatabases are intertwined with geographi information; for instane, the ensus is broken down bystate.Environmental information an also be geo-referened, as an video [69]. Many aspets, legal issues.Closely onneted to mapping. These maps an be used to biodiversity (Fig. ??) [61].
Describing Geographic ObjectsInformation model for GIS objets. This is another example of a Knowledge Organizing System (2.2.0).\Metadata" desriptions of spatial objets (Fig. 9.55). [38]. FGDC. There are many diÆulties inrepresenting politial debates if an administrative unit is hallenged. OGIS.

Relationship Example

Administrative part of Mumbai :: India
Administrative seat of Mexico City :: Mexico
Sub-feature of Hudson Bay :: Arctic Ocean
Physical Containment Lake Victoria :: Africa

Figure 9.55: Some relationships among geographic entities.Desribing geospatial objets and the problem of desribing physial objets in general. Point objetsand vetor objets. Spatial synonymy. There is a diÆulty identifying plae | and plae may havetwo separate names. For instane, a plae may be identi�ed by administrative boundaries and oneidenti�ed by geospatial features. Proper names of geographi objets are also often very ambiguous;for one thing, the names of geographi areas may hange over time. Gazetteers list plae names andlarify exat loations [38]. Gazetteer details help distinguish Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania from Pittsburg,Kansas or Pittsburg, California (Fig. 9.56). As with most other ategories, geographi ategories, aresoial onstruts and generally reet the orientation of the speakers. From a European perspetive,Europe is onsidered a separate ontinent although it is ontinuous with Asia. whereas North andSouth Amerian are onsidered one ontinent although they are onneted by only a narrow strip ofland.
Location Description

Pittsburg 1 city W. Calif. NE of Oakland on San Joaquin River, pop. 19,062

2 city SE Kans., pop. 18,678

Pittsburgh city SW Pa., pop. 604,332

Figure 9.56: Geographic gazetteer entries for Pittsburg and Pittsburgh[17].



420 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Geographi meta-models.North Korea eonomy wath. Satellite images and determining soial struture (Fig. 9.57). Surveillane
(8.3.3).

Figure 9.57: Detail of a region in North Korea which has been identified by Web-based observers as a compound
for the elite Party members (North Korean Economy Watch). (check permission)

GIS Queries and InterfacesSpatial relationships imply di�erent types of queries than we saw for text queries. Many spatial queryrelationships are relative to other objets: left, right, above, near, faing, and among/between are someof the terms used to desribe them. Relationships like \between" are sometimes ambiguous beausethe positions of the objets are sometimes omplex (Fig. 9.58). Range queries ask \Is a spatial objetwithin a given area".
Figure 9.58: This illustration shows one of the difficulties of range queries. A query might ask whether city B in
region A.Queries to GISs an be omplex and require onsiderable inferene about geographi relationships. Forinstane, the query \what towns are in ood plains in the Pittsburgh area?" would require knowledgeof both towns and ood plains. GIS queries and interfaes support tasks and deision-making. As withtext queries, the \query semantis" should math the data model.

9.10.3. Searching Geospatial InformationCoordinating searh with loations. For instane, �nding pizza lose to your urrent loation. Alter-native to yellow pages. GPS. Geospatial objets inlude natural objets suh as mountains and rivers,human onstrutions suh as highways, and abstrat onepts suh as boundaries and property lines.In ordinary use, the de�nitions of geospatial objets an be ambiguous; for instane, a \street" may beonfused with a \road" or a \highway". However, it is possible to give a more exat de�nition.Some spatial objets are \point" spatial objets suh as a ity enter, others are \vetor" spatial objets,suh as a road. Still others are best desribed with a bounding box or perhaps more irregular polygonalfootprints. Sometimes a system must deal with disjoint entities, suh as the loations of all branhesof a bank.



9.10. Spatio-Temporal Information Systems 421Spatial indexing organizes objets by loations. Data strutures for spatial indexing suh as bin-treesand R*-trees. The familiar longitude and latitude lines an be the basis of indexing loations ingeographi spae; other systems of oordinates suh as the Universal Transverse Merator (UTM), arealso used. Geo-referening is one example of oordinating data sets. The most ommon representationof spae in artography but other representations are possible.
9.10.4. Spatial Cognition, Orientation, and Navigation

Spatial CognitionPeople learn about spae by moving, rawling, and walking. How do people understand, remember, anduse onepts of spae? The representation and inferenes people make about spatial relationships areknown as \spatial ognition". There are probably multiple, interloking ognitive representations forspae. As with other inferenes (4.3.4), people may make inorret inferenes about spatial relationshipsSome people are onfused about whether San Franiso or Los Angeles is loser to Hawaii. As you ansee in Fig. 9.59, San Franiso is loser although it is farther north. Presumably, people reason thatLA is south of SF and Hawaii is even further south. They don't also realize that San Franiso is muhfurther west than Los Angeles.

Figure 9.59: Without seeing a map, most people believe that Hawaii is closer to Los Angeles than to San Francisco.
(check permission)

Figure 9.60: Mental rotation task. Are these two shapes congruent? (check permission)

9.10.5. MapsMaps are shematis that support orientation and navigation; they are a graphial symboli represen-tation of spae. Maps typially go beyond pitorial presentation of symboli information. Maps an beused to �nd loations orresponding to physial reality, and to ompare various properties of physialobjets. Fig. 9.61 is a well-known drawing that blends pitorial and map-like information. Maps employa speialized visual language (11.2.4) that represents spae. When orrelated with the world, they havea \referential semantis" (6.2.3). Plae is emergent. Maps help people laim territory. Cartographirepresentation.Spatial history. Cultural mapping.Migration and ultural hanges. Eonomi ativity, trade, and ommodities.Plae is emergent often related to ultural stories. Re-naming of plae is often related to ulturaltransitions.
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Figure 9.61: A drawing which suggests the typical mental map a New York City resident has of the western part of
the United States. The focus is the area around 9th Avenue. Beyond that, the view is not linear but distorted like a
“fisheye” and only a few salient locations in the distance are included[72]. (redraw-K) (check permission)A map is a doument that identi�es objets and shows their spatial relationships. As with any dou-ment, it reets the author's sense of what will be most useful and most e�etively understood by theviewer. Maps in the tradition of the Western ulture often show things that an be enumerated, suhas distane and population. Although we think of maps as primarily visual, geospatial information analso be onveyed in other ways. For instane, poems and songs may provide a ultural memory forspatial relationships. Plaes in digital environments. Spatial brain ells ( A.12.2).

Figure 9.62: Map.Usability of maps. Orienting oneself with a map. First-person perspetive. Similar onerns arisein virtual reality. Tethered perspetive. Absolute perspetive. This may also inlude fous+ontextvisualization as we saw earlier (11.2.5).
Metadata and Cataloging MapsAs with other omplex information resoures, there are atalogs of map olletions. Even seeminglystraightforward attributes, suh as the date, an be ruial, sine geography is dynami. Severalmetadata standards for maps are built on Dublin Core (2.4.4).Spatial narrative. Spatial history. Spatial animations. Personal testimony.
Interactive Maps and Spatial PresentationsInterativity allows users to explore details. We have already seen lenses to allow users to exploremaps (11.2.5). Maps an be used to display responses to GIS queries, and as query interfaes for geo-referened systems (9.10.2). Maps may also be used to orient people to other types of proesses. orinstane, SimCity uses spatial representation as the basis for games.Maps may be elements in virtual or augmented reality. Indeed, they are an aspet of many games.
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Spatial Modeling3-D modeling.
9.10.6. GIS-Based Services and NeogeographyMany servies have a GIS omponent. Loation as a ontext. It an be useful in, for example, serviesto do with risis management (8.6.4), law enforement, the ensus, or the environment, GIS libraries.Map servies.KML �les.Mirror world. Metaverse (11.10.1).Politial disputes about boundaries reeted in the map. Layer of ommentary and opinions over thespatial desriptions. This is sometimes termed \neogeography". sNorth Map-based mashups with GIS.

Spatial Orientation and NavigationPeople use their knowledge of spae to determine their loation and to move from one plae to another.Orientation is loating oneself within an established framework { espeially in spae. To use a map,a person must understand how the map relates to the physial spae. Maps may be egoentri orexoentri navigation { that is they may be based on an absolute position or they may be relative toan individual's position. How do you �gure out where you are in a virtual landsape? Context is vitalto orientation, whih is partly a reognition problem. Spatial navigation is alled \way�nding".Signage should be based on senarios of use.
Figure 9.63: Signage is often essential for wayfinding. Each path a person may take through the physical environment
and their spatial information needs should be considered. (check permission)\Landmarks" are points that are easily reognized. Identi�ation of the landmark allows orientation.Landmarks are important aids to knowing where you are and guiding navigation. They generally arefamiliar and highly visible, and have distintive features. Longitude and latitude indexing an provideorientation as an be an alternative to using landmarks for navigation. Still other methods suh asWestern and Polynesian methods for navigation.

Figure 9.64: Polynesia navigation stickchart. (check permission)



424 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Sensations suh as smell, sounds, warmth, and wind often provide orienting ues. But, these arefrequently not available in omputer-generated virtual worlds (11.10.2). Pop-up navigation in 3D-spaesand virtual worlds (11.10.2).Navigation is movement through a series of stages toward a goal (2.6.3). Polynesian navigation. Whilewe may navigate an interfae but navigation is regarded as moving through spae. Landmarks and signposts are among the lues that an be used to support navigation.The explanation of diretions illustrates some of the ways in whih groups develop a shared under-standing. The proess of negotiating meaning during onversation (6.4.0) is partiularly apparent whengiving diretions [74]. Skething an add a visual omponent to the diretionsSome people do navigation by a grid suh as following a spatial grid suh as ity bloks.
9.10.7. Events and TimeTimelines and temporal histories. Temporal information retrieval. History (5.13.0).Relevane hanges over time. Episodi retrieval.Proesses.Temporal landmarks.
Exercises
Short Definitions:

Academic freedom

Bibliometrics

Collaboratory

Occam’s razor

Primary literature

Scholarship

Scientific methods

Review Questions:
1. Scholarship. (9.0.0)

2. How is science different from technology? (9.4.4)

3. Give an example of workflow in science. (9.3.3)

4. What Web site lists the format used for US Census data? (9.6.3)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Calculate linkages in the citation lists of several related articles. (9.1.2)

2. What are the difficulties of using bibliometrics as quality indicators for scholarship? (9.1.3).

3. What is the impact of a scholarly journal that publishes 32 articles per year and each of them receive a total of 200
citations. How does that compare with a journal that publishes 110 articles per year that receives a total of 330 citations?
(9.1.3)

4. Sometimes the number of citations to a scholarly paper is taken as an indication of quality. What are some of the
problems with that? (9.1.3)

5. Contrast the goals of “text retrieval” from “knowledge discovery”. (9.2.2, 10.9.0).

6. What type of metadata might be appropriate for a data set collected for a space probe sent to Mars? (9.6.3)

7. Genomics. (9.8.1)

8. We have defined information as that which reduces uncertainty. Do biological representations reduce uncertainty?
((sec:infodefinition), 9.8.1,  A.1.0)

9. GIS. (9.10.0)

10. Explain the differences between first-person and third-person perception from maps. (9.10.4)

11. It is said that people from older cities in the U.S. (e.g., Boston) navigate by landmarks while people from the newer
cities (e.g., Phoenix) navigate by compass directions. Why might this be true? (9.10.4)

12. Describe the characteristics that make a map effective. (9.10.5)

13. Observe how people use maps. How could their use be better supported by interactive maps? (9.10.5)

14. Ask someone to give you directions. Note what they say. Record the questions the ask and describe the assumptions
they are making. (9.10.6)
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Practicum:
1. Data libraries,

Going Beyond:
1. Is scholarship a largely academic, ivory tower exercise or is it relevant to social issues and problems? (9.0.0)

2. Should a scholarly paper that has been found to plagiarize a previous work be deleted from a library? (5.12.3, 9.1.1)

3. Describe the pros and cons of peer reviewing and an evaluation for the value of ideas. (9.1.1)

4. Create a citation map of a field. (9.1.2)

5. Are citations good measures of quality for scholarly research? (9.1.2)

6. Are scientific laws created or discovered? (9.2.2)

7. What is the proper role of the government in science? (9.4.0)

8. How does the notion of a “collection” apply to a data library? Is a database a data library? (7.2.2, 9.6.3)

9. Specify data management procedures for a database of clinical trials. (9.6.3)

10. Describe a task for which the particle flurries would be a distinct advantage over other visualization techniques. (9.6.5)

11. Develop a MathML specification for 1
1
2

2 (9.7.2)

12. If Biology is an information science rather than a physical science, what sort of generalizations can we make about it?
(9.8.1)

13. Should personal genetic information affect insurance rates? (9.8.1)

14. Is there a net cost savings from implementing health-care information systems? (9.9.2)

15. Describe technologies what would be needed to match pictures with text documents. (9.10.5)

16. Describe how OCR techniques might be applied to automatic map analysis. (9.10.5, 10.1.5)
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